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BISHOP WITH  

BLACK HELPER  

SPOTTED IN         

NEW BEITH 

The Bishop, who appeared out of nowhere is 
holding his helper tight so he cannot run 
away . The black man even has a ring 
through his nose so he can be hold in control 
like a bull ? 

What is the reason for the ring 

trough the nose? Part of a 

chain? Queensland parliament  

will have a special meeting on 

Monday morning, to find out  

the bishop's  motive. 

Where are the Bishop and the black man now??                                  
They both have vanished  like a chocolate sundae                                     
on a hot , sweltering Sunday 
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All the men were called to 

see the Bishop , to shake 

his hand and were  openly 

told various private secrets 

that the bishop apparently 

had collected in his book. 

After a couple of questions  

about each behaviour the 

black man handed  a each 

one a present. 
The pair left with an empty bag 

What would have happened if you had not behaved well during the past year, we wonder.      

In the bag????? Taken to a secret  destination??? 

The Netherlands beats  U.S.A  3-1   Argentina defeats Australia  2-1 
Quarter final Sat. December 10 at 5 a.m. The Netherlands versus Argentina 

Sport     

Soccer 

Key meeting ditched as Albo gets Covid 

Anthony Albanese has tested positive to Covid-19, with a crucial national 
cabinet meeting now delayed as a result. 

https://www.couriermail.com.au/breaking-news/annastacia-palaszczuk-not-convinced-of-cap-plan-as-peter-malinauskas-supports-nuclear-energy/news-story/90373e02827084f91fa9675f5f4720c0


WEATHER FORECAST FOR TOMORROW 
NO TICKETS left  

for  your      

local swimming pool 

Peter and Marijke for opening your 

house and hosting the Sinterklaas 

party  for the Borrelclub. 

And a special THANKS  to Marijke 

for the very nice variety of  food.  

                 DELICIOUS  !!!!!!! 

       We all had a great evening  


